Cannabinoid CB1 receptor antagonists attenuate cocaine's rewarding effects: experiments with self-administration and brain-stimulation reward in rats.
Previous studies suggest that cannabinoid CB1 receptors do not appear to be involved in cocaine's rewarding effects, as assessed by the use of SR141716A, a prototypic CB1 receptor antagonist and CB1-knockout mice. In the present study, we found that blockade of CB1 receptors by AM 251 (1-10 mg/kg), a novel CB1 receptor antagonist, dose-dependently lowered (by 30-70%) the break point for cocaine self-administration under a progressive-ratio (PR) reinforcement schedule in rats. The same doses of SR141716 (freebase form) maximally lowered the break point by 35%, which did not reach statistical significance. Neither AM 251 nor SR141716 altered cocaine self-administration under a fixed-ratio (FR2) reinforcement schedule. AM 251 (0.1-3 mg/kg) also significantly and dose-dependently inhibited (by 25-90%) cocaine-enhanced brain stimulation reward (BSR), while SR141716 attenuated cocaine's BSR-enhancing effect only at 3 mg/kg (by 40%). When the dose was increased to 10 or 20 mg/kg, both AM 251 and SR141716 became less effective, with AM 251 only partially inhibiting cocaine-enhanced BSR and PR cocaine self-administration, and SR141716 having no effect. AM 251 alone, at all doses tested, had no effect on BSR, while high doses of SR141716 alone significantly inhibited BSR. These data suggest that blockade of CB1 receptors by relatively low doses of AM 251 dose-dependently inhibits cocaine's rewarding effects, whereas SR141716 is largely ineffective, as assessed by both PR cocaine self-administration and BSR. Thus, AM 251 or other more potent CB1 receptor antagonists deserve further study as potentially effective anti-cocaine medications.